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LILIAN PRESS RELEASE
Lilian Dressing Table.
By combining the exoticism of rare Indian Rosewood
with the elegance of crystal, this sumptuous piece
pays homage to the grandeur of the past but gives it
contemporary twist. Finished with leather-lined drawers,
Lilian is an unusual and truly exquisite dressing table, a
stunning feature in any bedroom.
OR
Award winning Northern Ireland designer, Jill Phillips,
launches a precious Dressing Table; limited edition;
available to the national and international market.
After the success of her last three pieces Jill, once again
has pushed boundaries to create an expansive piece of
furniture.
Jill signature style examines the old, our past, when form and
shape were elegant and bounteous: - researching design and
skills, finding the lost, brushing off the dust and returning them
into the light. A return to the grandeur of elegance, twisted in
design, representing Jill’s signature style.
Examining the splendour of the bygone era; “dressing for
dinner” brings images of sunlight, delicacy and elegance to
the forefront of ones mind. Preparation for evening dinner
was highly regarded and completed in fitting surroundings.
Examining the concept of this in today’s environment
includes all of the above however relaxing with friends,
eating delicacies and delighting in conversation combined
with the playfulness of the afternoon; a girlie naughtiness
is added!
Combing all of this together, I introduce Lilian.
An exquisite delight for any female’s dressing room: a
combination of Indian Rosewood and Crystal forming a
truly magnificent dressing table.
Within this, many deeper meanings and its true exceptional
craftsmanship becomes apparent. A total of fourteen legs,
three of which are crystal the other 11 created from Indian

rosewood, hand turned. The story of the craftsman is
created from left to right; subtly through the leg: - the left
hand side being solid Indian rosewood block gradually
displaying the skill of the turned leg to emanate into full
form, allowing the purity of the skill to be represented
through the three crystal legs. The crystal; hand blown,
formed and hand cut by a team of experts, truly a
specialised technique. A solid rosewood top, combined
with drawers lined in leather; printed and embroidered.
Appreciation of the time spent by the maker to allow
elegance to emerge from beautiful wood and the solid
crystal. Collaboration between craftsmen, a dressing table
materializes, displaying the art and skill required by the
eye and hand.
In completion, important values from the past are
contained in Lilian, subtly displayed for the observer to
construct their own visual experience, combine this with
unprecedented design to create a precious and exquisite
dressing table.
EDITORS NOTES:
Price available on request.
Dimensions: 2080mm (L) X 500mm (W) X 780mm (H)
Construction Detail: Reclaimed Indian Rosewood, handblown crystal legs, embroidered leather.
Each table is limited edition, complete with certificate
which includes cabinet maker details.
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